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4 trends you need to know in 2022

We asked over 1,209 global support managers and
leaders, including support leaders in the
e-commerce space,* and they told us that their
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21%

There’s a growing
customer expectation gap

84%

84% of support teams have seen customer expectations
increase, but only 21% are confident they can meet them.

Trend 0ô

Employees face increased
team burnout and attrition
A significant 6Ù% of support leaders say their team
have felt “burned out” in the past 12 months.

Trend 03

Disconnected tech
stacks impact productivity

49%

Almost half (49%) of support teams are slowed down on a
daily or weekly basis because their tools aren't integrated.

teams are facing more challenges than ever before.
Trend 0

Here are the four key trends in e-commerce that
emerged from our research

Teams need modern technology to
provide empathetic support at scale
67% of teams say empathi¸ing with customers is a top
priority, but 2£¢ don’t feel they have the tools to do it right.

67

%
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Reduced headcounts
are impacting support
With these limitations, it’s harder than ever for
customer support teams to deliver the
exceptional experiences that customers have
come to expectF

How e-commerce support leaders have been impacted

60%
47%
60%
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60% of leaders in the e-commerce
sector have experienced reductions
in their customer support team
headcount due to COVID-19
47% believe that this reduction in
headcount ne|ativeln impacted
customer support experiences
60% identiied that the bi||es
impact to customers is lon|e
wait times
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The solution:
Te3hnolo>2 31n hel0
To mitigate these concerns – and address headcount limits – customer support

teams need a platform that enables customized automation and is easy to use.

Examply

Page contains

Happy to help! First, what plan are you on?
Basic plan

Payment

Fails

Standard plan

Jane Green

Hi, how can I find out if my order
shipped?

Sho||ing cart

I’m interested in upgrading to
a premium subscription - can
you help me set up payment?

Hi Kelly You can check your
order status here:

Premium plan
Conversation set as Premium plan

Your new subscription

Jane from Examply

Assigned to VIP support team

Hey there! It looPs liPe your paymenà
failed. Not to worry – here are four
trouÏleshootinÕ tips to help

Marked as Priority

Examply
Thanks Sara, our VIP team will
reply here in just a moment...

What do I do when my payment fails?
Troubleshooting tips for smoother payment…

Plan
Premium: $2000/month

My order
Order #1009
14 Jan 2021 • Delivered

Today: $1900

Annual: $24,000/year

Confirm

Order #100!
18 Feb 2021 • Not shipped

Did that help, or are you looking
for something else

?

That helped

Hey Sara, Jane here from the VIP
team. How can I help?

Discount
5% off for the first year

Show me more

Wait for the team

Stripe
Subscription Premium
Amount $2000 USD
Recurring Monthly
Recent charges
$2000 USD
6 Dec 2021

View in Stripe ↗

Hi Jane!

More and more, customers expect

rapid responses – and customer
support teams need to keep up to
avoid customer churn.
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But today, one of the biggest

challenges e-commerce customer

support teams face is the ability to
proactively answer questions with
FAQs and knowledge base articles.

At the same time, repetitive task s

that could (and should) be automated
hold teams back from deliverin g
their true impact.

In the e-commerce space, customer
support leaders are working hard to
maintain fast, personal responses. In
particular, 49% of respondents say they
are leveraging technology to reduce the
pressure on their teams.

Stay ahead of the curve with
Intercom’s support solution
for e-commerce companies

Learn more about how our support solution empowers
teams at e-commerce companies just like yours.
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87%

e-commerce conversations

common questions

median customer

powered daily

resolved automatically

satisfaction score for
e-commerce companies

*

Methodology: Intercom commissioned an independent market research firm to survey a random sample of 1,209 global support managers and leaders, of which 102
worked in the e-commerce sector. The study’s margin of error is +/- 2.8% at the 95% confidence level. Read the full report here: Global Support Trends 2022.

